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DECORATIVE MODERN PRODUCTS : How to install and some important points 
                                                        ***FLOWER CIRCLE*** 
＊ Here are some information for your reference for installation. Please judge by the situation of each site.

After the wall groundwork, the proper curing period 
is taken.
In case of installing tile on the painted wall surface, 
the tile may come off together as the paint comes off. 
You need to judge if the painted surface is strong enough.
(Picture shows the “JOLYPATE” for exterior wall.)

Draw the grid on the layout drawing at fixed intervals for vertical, horizontal, and slant directions.
At the site, snap the chalk lines same as in the drawing on the wall with checking the balance in
each grid. Please make sure in advance the chalk lines can be wiped off and invisible after installation.
 

chalk line

Reference： Layout drawing(Pattern B) Draw the grid on the drawing Laying a chalk lines on the wall

(REFERENCE)　
The project on the pictures
1. Width3,039mm * Height2,595mm
2. Width3,240mm * Height2,595mm

Keep the tiles out of the rain
Do not attempt to install on the bad weather
Do not install tiles when it is under 5 degrees Celsius.

Installation size:16.3m2　
Amount used: 2,568pcs  Design: Pattern B
Working days: 3persons * 2days = 6person’s work volume

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

Apply the proper amount of adhesive on backside of the tiles and set them on the wall piece by piece with care.
The tiles have individual differences in sizes and shapes. Please be sure to install products by adjusting the differences.
Please pay attention not to protrude adhesives out of the tiles, but if it happened, please cut it off with cutter knives
after hardened or remove with the cloth soaked with thinner.
＊You had better select the adhesives similar to the color of the wall groundwork. The color may not stand out if the adhesive
　comes out.
＊Please make sure if the solvent, like thinner, affects the wall groundwork prior to the installation.
 


